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EMEREC Pilot
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EMEREC DEVS - zero sight navigation
EMERECC Alarm Monitor
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- For Android devices
- Operation list
- Status Feedback with EAM visualization
- Google maps
- Object and POI implementation
- GPS tracking of forces
- Navigation to all objects
  - Online and offline capability
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Interactive Demo Tool
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- EMEREC Pilot Interactive Demo Tool
- EMEREC Alarm Monitor
  https://emerec.rosenbauer.com/EAM
  user / password: EAMDemo
- EMEREC Mobile
Can I test it? - Yes, please!

- **EMEREC Pilot**
  - Interactive Demo Tool

- **EMEREC Alarm Monitor**
  - [https://emerec.rosenbauer.com/EAM](https://emerec.rosenbauer.com/EAM)
  - user / password: EAMDemo

- **EMEREC Mobile**
  - Google Play Store with test organization
EMERECE